Evaluation of a new experimental kit for the extraction of DNA from bones and teeth using a non-powder method.
An experimental DNA extraction kit (new kit) was recently developed to extract DNA from degraded skeletal remains without the need for powdering the samples. We compared the utility of the new kit with the conventional phenol/chloroform method using real-time quantitative PCR and multiplex STR analysis. The new kit yielded large amounts of DNA from a compact bone fragment compared with the conventional phenol/chloroform method. We were able to extract sufficient DNA for STR analysis from 75% (3 of 4) and 60% (3 of 5) of the un-powdered tooth and bone samples, respectively, using the new kit. We were able to perform mini-STR analysis of the remaining samples using DNA extracted with the new kit. Furthermore, we successfully performed mitochondrial DNA sequencing of every sample. The new kit simplifies the DNA extraction procedure as it does not require powdering samples. Decreasing the number of procedural steps in DNA extraction will be beneficial in controlling DNA contamination in laboratories. Our results suggest that the new kit may be used for the simple, simultaneous extraction of DNA from multiple samples.